Abstract-Energy sense of adaptive double threshold joint spectrum perception algorithm using multiple cognitive, and after double threshold for comprehensive judgment, and threshold value with the discretion of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) adaptive adjustment, will eventually each SU decision data fusion center for spectrum using the information, make perception performance effectively improve. In this paper, the detection probability of the proposed algorithm, the virtual detection probability and frequency of testing performance expression in this paper, and by using the MATLAB simulation get signal-to-noise ratio and detection probability, the relationship between the frequency of testing. The results show that, with the traditional single threshold energy spectrum method under the perception, compared with less effective section the detection time, improving the detection probability, can significantly improve the cognitive wireless network spectrum perception performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the growing demand of wireless communication, the demand os wireless spectrum communication system is also a corresponding increasing, leading to increasingly scarce spectrum resources, becoming a new bottleneck restricting the development of wireless communication. However, assigned to the existing spectrum resources in many wireless systems in time and space, there are different degrees of idle, serious lack of use [1] .So people begin to seek permission without spectrum licensing users of in all legal users do not have any impact on the case, and find the chance to access the authorized band internal and communication, in order to effectively improve the utilization of the limited spectrum, this idea is Cognitive Radio(CR). Spectrum.
Sensing refers to the specific time and space which was detected on the utilization of spectrum resources, continuously, effectively detect whether the use of the band is authorized users, so the unused spectrum was identified. Spectrum sensing is one of the key technologies of cognitive radio system [2] ,the performance perceived will have a direct relationship with the cognitive wireless network. Spectrum sensing energy detection method does not need to know the main user prior knowledge, it is simple and easy to implement, but because of the influence of vulnerable to channel multipath fading, shadowing effect interference, leading to correct detection probability versus SNR decreased and decreased rapidly, in low signal to noise ratio of spectrum sensing performance is poor. Based on energy detection adaptive dual energy detection limit of cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm using multiple cognitive after double threshold decision, and the threshold value adjustment with high and low signal to noise ratio adaptive, eventually every SU decision data center is obtained after spectral information fusion, completely the sentence whether it is the primary user signal, make improve perceived performance effectively.
II.ENERGY DETECTION METHOD
The detection process energy detection method can be integrated into a binary hypothesis, Block diagram is shown in Figure 1 . is the starting point of signal plus noise energy larger than the energy of noise [3] .
In the formula, ( ) s n is the main input of user information, is assumed to be zero mean, the variance of normal distribution of 
If the given thresholds for λ , and the false alarm probability can be expressed as
In the formula, Γ（.,.) says the incomplete gamma function, define it as
Similarly, we can get the correct detection probability. In the H 1, the correct detection probability is 
So, the probability of false alarm for
The probability of correct detection for success, also believe that there is no signal [6] .Detection times not to A to step a. In this detection method, if the SNR is very high, then the detection of few times, even once testing is complete, but low SNR, to reduce the probability of success, to improve the detection performance by increasing the frequency of testing [7] .
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DOUBLE-THRESHOLD SPECTRUM SENSING
Analysis model of double threshold hypothesis testing for radio signal detecting system, this process is λ is the probability that is: 
Average detection time of expression:
It can be found that there was a direct relationship between the number of false alarm probability and the two threshold and detection, When we set these parameters, false alarm probability is constant, and by changing these parameters to achieve the desired probability of false alarm.
1
H under the assumption is:
The Observation value falls more than 1 λ is the probability that is:
The probability of observed values fall between 0 λ and 1 λ is :
The Observation value falls less than 0 λ is the probability that is: In the process of conducting simulation, to be used to compare the detection method with the general energy, assuming that these two methods have the same probability of false alarm and detection time, next on the Spectrum sensing mechanism analysis. Figure 3 is a performance comparison of the detection method of adaptive energy detection method and the general energy, detection probability with the curve of the signal-to-noise ratio under the same probability of false alarm and detection time conditions; figure 4 is a curve of the relationship of the number of signal-to-noise ratio of the adaptive energy detector for detecting. Little difference in SNR-5dB following sections two methods can be seen in FIG, the partially adaptive energy detection method will be better than the above-5dB energy detection method, this Figure 4 detects the frequency curve consistent,the -5dB section decreased very significantly increase the number of detections as the signal-to-noise ratio, Saving the detection time, this is a fixed detection time compared to energy detection method to improve the detection probability. Figure 4 , with the signal-to-noise ratio to reduce the number of detection in low signal-to-noise ratio segment declined slightly, it makes detection and rapid judgment 0 aborted due to increase in the probability of undetected under the low signal-to-noise ratio. This paper proposes a cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm based on energy-aware adaptive two-door limited, employing a plurality of cognitive, and comprehensive judgment after double threshold, the ultimate fusion of the of each SU judgment data center spectrum usage information, to improve perceived performance. Relative to the general energy-aware spectrum detection algorithm, this proposed algorithm fully consider the degree of reliability of the different perception of the user, if the received signal energy is between the two threshold values, then Adaptive threshold using multiple judgments strategy, generated verdict judgment sent to the center for data fusion. Finally, through MATLAB simulation signal-to-noise ratio and the probability of detection, the relationship between the number of detections, simulation results show that the algorithm compared with the general energy spectrum detection algorithm, the valid section detection time, improve the detection probability, significantly improve spectrum perceived performance.
